Since the 1980s, scientists have worked on designing genetic codes to reinforce containment and control of genetically engineered microbes. New mechanistic studies of “deadman” and “passcode” gene circuits provide a flexible platform to build new safety switches.
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Currently, it is unclear whether the unmonitored release of every genetically engineered microbe (GEM) into the environment is absolutely harmful or absolutely safe. Decades of scientific research and changes in government policies may be needed to determine and define the danger or safety of every type of GEM, as current information is sparse⁴. Many GEMs provide valuable immediate benefits to human society, but these benefits could be delayed unnecessarily by drawn-out vetting processes. Today, GEMs are being used in closed industrial environments to generate scents, flavors, fragrances, solid materials, fuels and pharmaceuticals on demand⁵. Biocontainment, the prevention of unintended environmental release, is an approach that allows the use of beneficial GEMs while avoiding uncertain risks. Physical containment within flasks and bioreactors and regulated disposal of decontaminated GEM cultures constitute the standard approach in industry and research lab settings. If the use of GEMs continues to scale up and these organisms are used in open settings in the future, external physical containment measures will no longer be sufficient. We will need genetically programmed controls that operate within the GEMs themselves. Chan et al. report the construction and validation of DNA-based genetic safeguards⁶ that prevent escaped microbes from proliferating unchecked. Two customizable designs are composed of ‘nuts and bolts’ sub-parts that potentially allow scientists to tune the function of the gene circuits to suit different microbial strains and conditions.

An ideal genetic safeguard, sometimes referred to as a ‘kill switch’, simultaneously harbors a neutral state that allows billions of microbes to happily thrive and an activatable state that swiftly kills the entire population. As a second requirement, the engineered...
DNA encoding the safeguard should be blocked from transfer into non-GEM organisms. Several strategies have been pursued to meet these design needs. For example, kill switches use a lethal gene to actively kill the GEM either after a compound is taken away or when an inducer is added. Unintended transfer of the engineered DNA into non-GEM hosts can be prevented by embedding a toxic gene in the synthetic DNA plasmid and using an immune GEM host. An irksome caveat for lethal genes is the occurrence of transposon insertions that can disrupt the toxin-expressing gene and break the safety switch. As an alternative, engineered auxotrophs are unable to synthesize an essential natural compound required for their survival, and starve when the compound is no longer supplied. However, the microbe might survive long enough to find a new supply in the environment. Recent achievements in genome-wide engineering have addressed this caveat by rendering Escherichia coli dependent upon unnatural amino acids for survival. However, other useful microbes such as the pollutant-eating Pseudomonas putida, the dairy bacterium Lactococcus lactis, the soil and gut microbe Bacillus subtilis, and yeast (a eukaryote with 16 chromosomes) may be less tractable to whole-genome engineering than 1 per 108 cells. More technical recommendations, such as gene circuit architecture or the number of toxic genes needed to control certain host strains, could provide better practical guidance for effective GEM containment and stimulate more research in this important area of synthetic biology.

The “passcode” circuit uses Boolean logic to detect a combination of compounds that allows cell survival (Fig. 1b). Chan et al. used two interchangeable modules from the hybrid LacI-GalR transcription regulator system to build three different passcode switches. These required the presence of two and the absence of one of the compounds galactose, cellobiose and IPTG. In one version of the passcode circuit, the presence of galactose and cellobiose blocks two negative transcription regulators, allowing the production of a third, protective regulator. This protective regulator stops the toxin genes from being activated, but only as long as IPTG is absent. Any other combination of compounds triggers the toxic EcoRI and the anti-\textit{murC} protease activities, which kill the cells. The study from Chan et al. harkens back to the 2000 toggle-switch study, a seminal synthetic biology report that showed how well-characterized DNA fragments can be assembled to engineer cell behavior. Fans of composable parts-based design may be delighted to see the toggle switch reappear in a practical context. Are the new switches ready to be implemented in industrial settings? Unfortunately, DNA deletions and transposable elements reappear as a problem, as with previously reported lethal gene–based safeguards. Using a recombination- and transposon-lacking strain improved the stability of the switches. However, an ideal switch is inherently resistant to damage and does not require a compromised host cell. Furthermore, the system’s flexibility will only be truly realized when scientists determine the specifications required for different contextual aspects such as host strain type, cell division rates and mutation rates (Fig. 1c).

Nonetheless, the authors’ consideration of the customizable aspects of safety switches could generate impact by steering biocontainment regulations towards standards that are rooted in research data and engineering. Currently, the most specific recommendation for biocontainment from the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) is descriptive: an escape limit of less than 1 per 108 cells. More technical recommendations, such as gene circuit architecture or the number of toxic genes needed to control certain host strains, could provide better practical guidance for effective GEM containment and stimulate more research in this important area of synthetic biology.

**Figure 1** Genetic safety switches built from interchangeable parts. (a) The “deadman” switch, named for a mechanism that is triggered if a human operator becomes incapacitated, allows cells to live as long as an operator compound (anhydrotetracycline, ATc) is present. (b) The “passcode” switch in this example requires the presence of galactose (Gal) and cellobiose (Cel), and the absence of IPTG, for cell survival. (c) Both systems are built from interchangeable DNA parts such as promoters, ribosome-binding sites (RBSs) and protein-coding regions (regulators and toxins), as roughly illustrated here. Potentially, a scientist could swap in species-specific parts, boost protein expression with stronger RBSs in rapidly growing cells, or add extra toxin genes to resist damage caused by genetic instability.
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